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'IHE SQI.(M)N R. GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM, 1071 Fifth Avenue, Manhattan. Frank Lloyd
Wright, Architect. Built 1956-59.

landmark Site: Borough of Manhattan Tax Map Block 1500, I.ot 1.
On December 12, 1989, the landmarks Preservation Commission held a
public hearing on the proposed designation as a landmark of the Guggenheim
Museum and the proposed designation of the related landmark Site (Item No.
38). 'lhe hearing had been duly advertised in accordance with the provisions
of law. Twenty-seven witnesses, including three representatives of the
Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation and Musemns, spoke in favor of designation.
No witnesses spoke in opposition to designation. The Commission has received
many letters supporting designation.

DFSCRIPI'ION AND ANALYSIS
Surmrary

The Guggenheim Museum, an internationally recognized building, is one
of New York's most architecturally irrportant buildings; located on
prestigious Fifth Avenue, it is a link in that thoroughfare's highly
regarded ''Museum Mile." Founded by Solomon R. Guggenheim, it is the best
known of the many institutions financed by the philanthropy of the
Guggenheim family, whose extraordinary wealth and subsequent social
prominence were derived primarily from its worldwide mining empire. Inspired
and led by the painter and art patron Hilla Rebay, Guggenheim supported many
avant-garde painters of "non-objective" art by purchasing their works and,
in 1937, establishing a foundation to promote art and education in art and
the enlightenment of the public. Rebay eventually convinced him to
commission in 1943 America's preeminent architect, Frank Lloyd Wright, to
design the museum. Wright called the design "My Pantheon." It would become
in many critics' eyes the crowning achievement of the architect's later
career, manifesting his theory of an organic architecture in its inherent
unity of building method, appearance, and use.
The museum appropriately
fulfills his goal of promoting a democratic society through its didactic and
inspirational purposes.
The museum was erected in 1956-59, its most
prominent section taking on the form of a nautilus. The spiraling expanse,
linked to the smaller "monitor" by horizontal features, breaks New York's
relentless grid and in bold contrast to the urban environment the building's
organic form is meant to reflect the natural shapes within Central Park
across Fifth Avenue. This surprising spiral form, with all its associations
to the continuous creative force of nature, was made possible through the
collaboration of innovative engineers and a resourceful builder, George N.
Cohen. Completed under Solomon's nephew Harry F. Guggenheim and museum
director James Johnson SWeeney, while New York reigned unchallenged as the
world's cultural capital, the museum iimnediately became a popular cultural
rilagnet and remains so today. The curvilinear forms of the structure retain
their irreverent majesty. Wright's most visited building, the Guggenheim is
that architect's only major cormnission in New York City.
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A Brief Histo:ry of the Sitel
At the turn of the centw:y, the future site of the Guggenheim Museum
contained five Beaux-Arts style edifices: (from south to north) two stonefronted residences of five stories, two five-and-a-half-story residences
(one brick, one stone), two empty lots, and a six-and-a-half-story brickfaced residential building. In 1955, after the properties had been acquired
for the museum and construction was about to commence, the site was empty
except for a vacant thirteen-story apartment building at 1070 Fifth Avenue
and one of the previously mentioned stone-fronted structures, altered to six
stories and temporarily housing the Guggenheim collection, at 1071 Fifth
Avenue. 'Ihese were demolished to create the site for the new museum.
Solomon R. Guggenheim and Hilla Rebay2
'Ihe rise of the Guggenheim family from impoverished obscurity to
unquestionable prominence as one of our country's wealthiest clans, and
certainly among its most influential Jewish families, is a classic American
rags-to-riches story. leaving I.engnau, switzerland, in 1847 to escape
religious persecution, Meyer Guggenheim (1828-1905) settled in Fhiladelphia
and began a long climb to a very successful career. Beginning as a peddler
of stove polish, he soon opened a grocery store and sold spices wholesale.
Subsequent endeavors included founding the American Concentrated Lye
eorrpany, investing in railroads, and importing laces and embroideries from
Central Europe. He and his wife Barbara (nee Meyer, 1834-1900) eventually
had seven sons and two daughters. Meyer drew his sons into a company called
M. Guggenheim's Sons, training them in the relevant industries and
instilling in them a sense of family unity. '!he fourth-born son, Solomon
(1861-1949), was sent to Zurich to study Gennan and business.
In 1881 the Guggenheims invested in mines in california and Colorado
which would become the sources of their enonnous wealth. '!he discovery of
silver, copper, and gold heralded their worldwide mining empire; soon they
shifted their business interests to mining and smelting alone. By 1889 their
success pronpted the family's move to New York; M. Guggenheim's Sons
established offices at 30 Broad Street and soon thereafter at 2 Wall Street.
When the company began mining in Mexico in 1890-91 (consequently developing
the cities of Monterrey and Aguascalientes), Solomon was put in charge. His
daring and courage in this frontier environment helped the corrpany become
Mexico's foremost industrial power; upon the merger with Rockefeller's
American Smelting and Refining eorrpany, Solomon was made treasurer.
Eventually the mining endeavors spread to Alaska, Africa, and South America.
By exploiting inexpensive labor and raw materials abroad, M. Guggenheim's
Sons was able to squelch its American competitors and was fabulously
successful even before the unprecedented demand for copper wire brought
about by World War I.
Solomon married Irene Rothschild (1868-1954), the daughter of a
prosperous New York business family, and the couple had three daughters.
Like Solomon's siblings -- who earned reputations as benefactors of hmnanity
by financing such diverse causes as the American Women's Association, the
Jewish 'Iheological Seminary, the New York Botanical Gardens, research in
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aeronautics, and the Guggenheim Fellowship for scholars -- Solomon and Irene
but found their niche in supporting the arts,
especially painting. From the mid-1890s, they began collecting Old Masters
and American landscapes, then the French Bart>izon School and primitives.
Solomon eventually abandoned his interest in these representational artistic
movements for the twentieth-century world of European non-representational,
or "non-objective," art in particular. '!his shift in Solomon's aesthetic
taste grew out of his association with Hilla Re.bay, a young painter recently
arrived in New York, whose first American show at Marie Sterner's galle:ry in
1927 had attracted Irene's attention.
became philanthropists,

Born in Strasbourg of artistic parents, Hilla Re.bay3 (1890-1967)
studied art in Cologne, Paris, Munich, and Berlin and was attracted to the
belief of theosophy taught by Rudolf Steiner. A system of esoteric and
mystical speculation, theosophy provided a model for heightened states of
perception beyond the traditional realism and Euclidean perspective that had
defined painting since the Renaissance. Re.bay's interests coalesced in her
pursuit of non-objective art which she encountered through her friends and
artistic colleagues in the Gernan Der Stum and Novernbergruppe and swiss
Dada circles, particularly Jean Arp (1887-1966), and Expressionist architect
Erich Mendelsohn (1887-1953). Deciding that her future lay in the United
States, Re.bay arrived in New York in 1927, worked briefly as a commercial
artist and window designer, and taught sculptor Iouise Nevelson ( 18991988). 4 On a crusade to nake New York more receptive to modern art, she
moved into a studio in Carnegie Hall and participated in exhibitions. At
Marie Sterner's galle:ry she encountered Irene Guggenheim and, subsequently,
Solomon.
Re.bay became the Guggenheims' artistic advisor, escorting them on
numerous European trips to purchase non-objective art, especially works by
Vasily Kandinsky (1866-1944), Piet Mondrian (1872-1944), and Laszlo MoholyNagy (1895-1946).5 D..Iring the years of the Depression, Re.bay used
Guggenheim's wealth to buy many paintings, thus concurrently supporting
struggling artists (her friends, for the most part) through difficult times
and substantially enlarging Solomon's collection with her aim of founding a
museum of modern art.
Tireless in her quest to convert her benefactor's enthusiasm f or nonobjective art into a "temple" of non-objective art, Re.bay envisioned an
institution that would promote painting by providing studios as well as
exhibition space. Meanwhile, in 1931 the Guggenheims' Plaza Hotel suite was
redecorated for the installation of the growing collection. However,
possibly influenced by the precedents of his peers -- Charles Lang Freer,
Hen:ry Clay Frick, Hen:ry F.dwards Huntington, and Andrew Mellon -- who had
built or were building mom.nnents to thernselves in the form of art museums, 6
Solomon took a greater interest in Re.bay's plans. By 1933 Wallace K.
Harrison's proposed plans for Rockefeller Center included a Museum of Modern
Art, a Metropolitan Opera, and a "Guggenheim Museum. n7 'Ihough this early
scheme died in 1936 when the Rockefeller family abandoned its plan to
acquire land for a cultural plaza, Guggenheim's collection began to gain
exposure through shows in Charleston, South Carolina (1936), and
Fhiladelphia (1937).
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In the spring of 1937 Guggenheim established the Solomon R. Guggenheim
Foundation for the "promotion and encouragement of art and education in art
and the enlighternnent of the public. 11 8 Rebay was named a trustee of the
Foundation and the curator of the collection that was to fonn the core of a
museum. As early as 1930 Rebay had consulted with several European
architects regarding the design of a museum for modern art, among them
Walter Gropius (1883-1969), Erich Mendelsohn, and Le Corbusier (1887-1965).
By 1930, the year he met Rebay, Le Corbusier had formulated a scheme for a
museum: an elevated cube, entered from below, in which rooms spin out in an
endless spiral. 9 Her discussions with European architects about the design
of a modern museum prorrpted Re.ba.y' s proposed plan for an art pavilion for
New York's 1939 World's Fair: a circular one-story building with twelve
wings (two intended for Guggenheim's collection) encircling a central
garden. It was never realized; however, assisted by architect William
Muschenheim (b. 1902) ,10 Rebay was entrusted with converting a former
automobile showroom into a home for the collection: two floors, a mezzanine,
and a basement level at 24 East 54th Street. The Museum of Non-objective
Painting opened on May 31, 1939, to favorable reviews with the exhibit "The
Art of Tomorrow.''
However, a penranent and compatible home for the collection was Rebay's
goal and, accordingly, she began a search for a worthy architect. After
considering several well-known European architects,
including those
mentioned above, she had to acknc:Mledge that World War II made selecting any
one of them a logistical obstacle and a political blunder. In 1943 she chose
America's most celebrated architect, Frank Lloyd Wright, inspired by his
theoretical writings. Wright's conception of an "organic" architecture, the
translation of nature's own principles into buildable fonns, 11 resembled
Rebay's theosophical ideas for her planned temple.12 Wri ght proposed a
ziggurat-like building which thrilled Rebay, he established a mutual respect
with Guggenheim, and consequently was given $21,000 to begin designing even
before a site had been acquired. The entire cost, including purchase of the
site, was to have been $1 million. In the spring of 1944, a portion of the
present site was purchased and in August, 1945, a design was unveiled to the
clients at a luncheon in the Plaza Hotel.
'lhe high cost of construction following the war dissuaded Guggenheim
from immediately spending the funds he had assigned for the building and the
maintenance of the collection. On the other hand, Rebay convinced Guggenheim
to greatly increase the planned sum.13 In 1948 the site intended for the
perm:ment museum was enlarged through the acquisition of another piece of
the block. That same year, Rebay and Muschenheim remodeled the existing sixstory building on the site at 1071 Fifth Avenue to house the collection.
late in 1949 Guggenhe im died without seeing his plans f or a museum realized.
He was succeeded as head of the Foundation by his nephew Harry F. Guggenheim
(1890-1971) -- former naval aviator, aeronautical pioneer, and arnbassadorl4
-- whose turbulent relationship with the difficult and demanding Rebay
caused her to resign as museum director and relinquish her other positions.
She was considered eccentric because of her theosophist interpretation of
non-objective art, and was disliked as authoritarian. I n poor health, Rebay
nevertheless continued to collect art and lecture on the s ubj ect as she
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planned her own foundation to foster non-objective art.15 She was replaced
by James Johnson SWeeney (1900-1986) -- a Brooklyn native, former lecturer
at New York University's Institute of Fine Arts, and fonner Director of the
Department of Painting and Sculpture at the Museum of Mcxiern Art -- whose
ideas about museum architecture did not coincide with Wright's proposed
design.16 'Ihus Wright had two new clients for the latter stages of design
development when, in 1952, Solomon's estate was settled and the funds for
the museum transferred from his estate to the Foundation.
Frank Lloyd Wright (1869-1959)

So much has been written regarding America's preeminent architect that
this account will be limited to Wright's connection to New York City and to
his projects and ideas which relate to the Guggenheim commission.
While a vociferous belittler of New York City's architecture -- "New
York has reproduced much and produced nothing11 17 -- and a critic of the
city's detrimental effect on his ideal of American democracy, Wright visited
New York several times,18 designed a number of projects intended for the
city,19 and eventually established a makeshift office in 1954 in his Plaza
Hotel suite (christened "Taliesin the Third" by some and "Taliesin East" by
others,20 as a play upon the names of Wright's settlements in Wisconsin and
Arizona) . These designs demonstrated his ideas about the aesthetic
possibilities of concrete and of steel and glass, the form of high-rise
apartment buildings, the age of the automobile, rnass-prcxiuced housing, the
renovation of interior spaces, and the modern art museum. Among them are:
the Universal Portland Cement Cornpany exhibit (1910, demolished) for a show
at Madison Square Garden; a "Steel cathedral including Minor cathedrals for
a Million People" (1926, unexecuted); st. Mark's Aparbnent Tower (1928-29,
built in 1952 in a modified form as the Price Company Tower in Bartlesville,
Oklahoma) for St. Mark's-in-the-Bowery Church; a pavilion and Usonian House
(1953) erected for a traveling exhibit entitled "Sixty Years of Living
Architecture: The Work of Frank Lloyd Wright" on the future site of the
Guggenheim Museum; the Hoffman Jaguar Automobile Showroom (1954, partially
intact as a Mercedes-Benz showroom) at 430 Park Avenue; renovation of the
Wrights' suite (1954, demolished in 1968) at the Plaza Hotel; the U.S.
Rubber Company's two-room inflatable "Air House"
(1957)
for the
International Home Show at the New York Coliseum; "The Crimson Beech" (the
William and catherine cass House) designed in 1956 and erected in 1958-59)
on Staten Island; a project for the Manhattan Sports Pavilion (1959); and
the Guggenheim Museum (erected 1956-59) . 21

From the beginning of his career, Wright fought architectural
eclecticism, championing instead an "organic" architecture, that is, the
translation of nature's principles into buildable forms, an approach based
in part on the organically-inspired ornament prcxiuced by his employer, I.Duis
H. Sullivan (1856-1924). Wright sought an integrity in his designs through
the si.nplification of natural forms into si.nple geometric shapes, the circle
among them, due to its connotations of life cycles and perfection. As early
as his windows for the Coonley House (1908-09) in Riverside, Illinois,
circles are a dominant motif in his work. Many later residences by Wright
feature circular motifs, increasingly used for the shape of rooms, or even
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partial circles for the overall layout of a house. 22 Some of the best known
are houses for Herbert Jacobs in Middleton, Wisconsin (1947), David Lloyd
Wright in Illoenix (1950), and Robert Llewellyn Wright in Bethesda, Mai:yland
(1954) . He advanced the symbolic impact of geometry to a higher level by
erploying spirals, the non-Euclidean version of the circle. Circles and
spiral ramps were erployed by Wright in designs for non-residential
projects: the Automobile Objective (Planetarimn and Resort) for Gordon
Strong at SUgarloaf Mountain, Maryland (1925, unexecuted) 2 3 ; two projects
for F.dgar Kaufmann in Pittsbw:gh, a parking garage and a Community center at
Point Park (both 1947, both unexecuted); the V.C. Morris Gift Shop (1948) in
San Francisco; the aforementioned Hoffman Jaguar Automobile Showroom in New
York; and others.24
While those schemes may be considered precursors of or were
contemporary to his masterpiece spiral design for the Guggenheim Museum,
Wright continued in this vein after his initial design for the museum, but
with less outstanding results. Among these designs were the Annunciation
Greek Orthodox Omrch (1956) in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, and the Ganunage
Memorial Auditorium (1959) at Arizona State University in Terpe.
Design and Construction
In the sixteen years between Wright's first involvement with the
Guggenheim project and the museum's q:::>ening, several designs were proposed,
progressing from a vague evocation of an appropriate atmosphere to the
executed structure.
The Early Designs of 1943-45
When Rebay first approached Wright in 1943, the architect responded
that he had never seen a properly designed museum building, one in VJhich art
was sympathetically displayed and visitors circulated effortlessly.
Presumably the two agreed on a circular building supported without columns
and with no visible entrance.25 In this early stage of development, the
program included a gallery, a small auditorium, offices, a penthouse
aparbnent for Director Rebay, study rooms, and studios for visiting
artists.26 Wright's earliest designs reveal a rotunda variously articulated
on the exterior as a ziggurat-like spi ral , 27 an inverted ziggurat-like
spiral, and a stack of hexagonal rings (see figs. 2-4). In each, the rotunda
is divided by continuous bands of skylights, silhouetted against several
slablike masses at the rear, and united to a smaller volume to the north by
a broad cantilevered band VJhich ~ a driveway. Greenery is profuse at the
rooftop gardens as well as at grade.28
Wright
of design.
exterior of
building of

and Rebay disagreed on many pr oposed features during thi s phase
For example, he envisioned a dramatic steel structure with an
red marble and brick,29 but she insisted on a less ostentatious
subdued color.

Wright unvei led a preliminary scheme in August, 1945 (see f ig. 6). In
this version, the rotunda, containing the Main Gallery, i s shif ted to the
north side of the site. It is capped by a dome of translucent tubes (like
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that at the Johnson Wax Building) that is encircled by a ring of miniature
domed skylights and juxtaposed to a smaller dome sunnounting a vertical
shaft. The spiral ramp, described as "logarithmic" in several contemporary
accounts, layered with continuous ribbon windows, also of translucent
tubing, facilitated the visitor's trip by gently leading one through the
exhibit. Visitors would use self-propelled wheelchairs or watch ceilingprojected motion pictures from recliner lounges.30 '!he spiral is reinforced
visually by circular motifs throughout the design, beginning with the
circular patterns in the pavement and sidewalk fence. A lower, stepped-back,
rectilinear portion of the building fills in most of the remainder of the
site. 'lhe reinforced concrete strncture was to have been faced with either a
polished white marble aggregate in narrow vertical panels or a sparkly coat
of sprayed-on white marble dust. 'lhe museum's program had grown to include a
highly innovative film laboratory and library as well as a cafe.
'!he Intennediate Designs of 1946-5531
In subsequent designs for the Guggenheim, Wright varied the motif of
interpenetrating geometric fonns. After the last piece of blockfront was
acquired in 1951, he revised the arrangement of masses by placing the large
rotunda on the southern portion of the site, reviving the smaller
administration wing (the cylinder eventually called the monitor) for the
northwestern corner, and adding a fifteen-story slab at the site's
northeastern corner to be rented for studios and aparbnents (excluded from
the final project, see fig. 7). lozenge shapes, which in Wright's
architectural vocabulary can be interpreted as abstracted leaves, are
introduced as strnctural piers, smaller interior details, and the prominent
staircase in the monitor.
Another important change in this generation of schemes is the
elimination of the awkward interior columns by designing the concrete shell
as a gigantic spring coiled upward on an annature of steel reinforcing rods.
'!his revision best embodies the engineering innovations associated with the
Guggenheim design.32 Considering that Wright's only formal academic training
was in engineering and that he was a highly skillful collaborator who relied
on others for the full realization of his buildings, it is not surprising
that his oeuvre should include masterpieces of engineering such as the
Imperial Hotel (Tokyo, built 1915-22, demolished) and the Guggenheim Museum.
Wright's conception for the museum was based on a trigonometric spiral which
created unsunnountable problems of structure and expense. A solution,
however, was offered to the architect in 1946 by Jaroslav J. Polivka
(1886/87-1960), a Czechoslovak-born civil engineer distinguished for his
work in photo-elasticity, experimental stress analysis, and various kinds of
reinforced and prestressed concrete strnctures.33 Polivka's tests on a sixinch thick section indicated this system was sound because the curvature of
the ramp gave the building the strnctural integrity of a shell, while the
coved inner edge increased its rigidity and bearing capacity; in addition,
the two interior circular shafts further reinforced the ramp.
Eventually this solution was abandoned for one using twelve concrete
webs at thirty degree intervals around the ramped interior. 'lhe dome was
redesigned with ribs, thus more closely resembling the final version.
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'!he Final Design (1956) and Significance in Wright's Oeuvre
wright's final design for the museum -- which he preferred calling the
"Archeseum," by which he meant "a building in which to see the highest11 34 __
culminates his quest for a fo:rm of interpenetrating geometric shapes.
Interlocked cones determine the opposed pitches of the nain gallery's
exterior walls and the inside edge of its ramp (see fig. 5). '!he resultant
dramatic exterior breaks the continuous street wall of Fifth Avenue and,
through its curvaceous character and ample plantings (in the sunken garden,
at grade, and on nany roof terraces) , relates to Central Park across the
street. Other intersecting shapes are experienced prinarily on the interior.
Along the one-quarter-mile long ramp, which spirals up in ever-widening
loops, the visitor can follow an artist's or movement's chronological
development, gain perspective by turning toward the central atrium, or leave
at midpoint by way of the elevator or triangular stairhall. '!his htnnan
movement is the final part of a trio of corresponding features of the spiral
design: continuous, or fluid, movement in structure, space, and htnnan
circulation. In other words, Wright skillfully unifies the method of
construction, the building's appearance, and its use.
calling the Guggenheim Museum "My Pantheon, n35 in reference to the
seminal Roman monument characterized by its rotunda and oculus, Wright
believed the museum climaxed and smmnarized his career. Critics and
historians have agreed. 36 '!hough most often associated with his inspired
residential designs, Wright also captured the public imagination with his
structural and spatial solutions for two large-scale non-residential
projects: the Johnson Wax Headquarters and the Guggenheim Museum. As a
synthesis of his ideas about an organic architecture, the museum combines
features characteristic of his earlier designs: prairie-house cantilevers
become a projecting balcony; interlocking volumes, first found in the "Romeo
and Juliet" windmill (1896) at Taliesin, are reborn as described above; the
lack of windows excludes the surrounding environment as at the Unity Temple,
the I.arkin Building, and the Morris Gift Shop; the entrance drive and
original dome design, which connect the building to earth and sky, derive
from the Johnson Wax Building. '!he spiral form, an obsession with Wright
since the 1920si.. provided him with the solution in his lifelong attempt to
liberate space . .J7 In terms of use, the musel.Il11 fit into the architect's
vision of a democracy, saying "It is fortunate that this advanced work
appears on the Avenue as a temple of adult education and not as a profitseeking business-venture. 11 38
Construction and Contemporary Reactions
'!he realization of this project faced formidable challenges beginning
with Solomon's reluctance to build in the post-war economy. Upon his death
and the transferral of the funds to the Foundation, Wright was faced with
trustees, who were ambivalent at best about the innovative design, and
Rebay's successor sweeney, who envisioned a much more conservative design
than the one developed by the determined architect. lastly, Wright was faced
with New York's building code and zoning ordinance, which he claimed were
ill-prepared to handle his unusual design.
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In their dealings with the municipal authorities, Wright and the
Foundation were assisted by Holden, Mclaughlin & Associates, a wellrespected New York architectural firm, led by Wright's friend Arthur Holden,
which made floor-by-floor space corrputations, supplied other detailed data,
and prepared and filed a fifty-sheet roll of plans. 39 Due to the extraordinary character of the scheme, when the plans first reached municipal
authorities in 1952, they received objections to thirty-two building
regulations.40 When the number of objections had been reduced to
approximately fifteen, the plans were forwarded to the Board of Standards
and Appeals (hereafter referred to as BSA) for the needed variances. After a
protracted period of design revisions, the BSA approved the plans and in
1956 the Department of Housing and Buildings issued a permit.
Another challenge: no builder could be found to handle the unusual
project. Edgar Tafel, a New York architect and former Taliesin apprentice,
is credited with introducing Wright to George N. Cohen (1905/06-1972), head
of the Euclid Contracting Corporation, in August, 1954.41 Together Wright
and Cohen were able to settle on an inexpensive method of constructing the
curved design which also satisfied the municipal authorities. '!he floor slab
of the ramp was formed in poured reinforced concrete; however, the outer
wall was achieved by spraying layers of Gunite (a corrparatively dry mixture
of sand and cement) from within the building, through the steel
reinforcement, against plywood fontlS. 42 'Ihese outer surfaces were later
painted with an ivory-colored vinyl plastic skin, originally used during
World War II to protect the finish on guns and airplanes, and then developed
into an architectural finish with the trademark "Cocoon." Besides Wright,
Cohen, and SWeeney, other collaborators on the project included: William
Wesley Peters (Wright's son-in-law and a member of Taliesin, supervising
design and the execution of details), Professor Mendel Glickman (engineer,
succeeding Jacob Feld), William H. Short (clerk-of-the-works, from Holden's
office), Charles w. S~ro (contractor's supei:visor), and Charles Middeleer
(landscape architect). 43 Upon Wright's death, his successor finn, Taliesin
Associated Architects, continued the project.
More than fifteen years after Rebay first approached Wright about the
design, construction began. In May, 1956, demolition started on the two
buildings still standing on the site, a vacant thirteen-story structure at
1070 Fifth Avenue and the six-stocy temporary home of the Guggenheim
collection at 1071 Fifth Avenue. 44 Construction began in October and
continual progress reports in local newspapers and professional journals
attest to the heightened interest among New Yorkers: the scaffolding was
removed in August, 1958; the ivory-colored vinyl plastic coating was applied
to the exterior in October. '!he first photographs of the nearly corrplete
museum were nn.ich heralded and even minor problems with finishes and details
were reported in the press.45
Amid significant fanfare, the opening was held in October, 1959. Among
the speakers were Foundation president Harry F. Guggenheim; U.S. ambassador
to the United Nations, Henry Cabot Lodge; Solomon's eldest daughter, the
Countess castle Stewart; Mayor Robert F. Wagner; New York City Park
conunissioner Robert Moses; and U. s. Secretary of Health, Education and
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Welfare Arthur S. Fleming. Wright had died earlier that year. Solomon
Guggenheim had been dead for a decade. Re.bay, as controversial as ever and
exiled to connecticut, did not attend. Four days later, on its first Sunday
open to the public, the museum acconunodated 16,039 visitors; during its
first nine months, 750,000 people visited the museum. 46 The Architect's
letter of SUbstantial Completion was submitted in January, 1960, and the
final Certificate of OCCUpancy issued in March.47

From the earliest days of its publication, Wright's plan for the museum
elicited strong reactions; it was called the "the most controversial
building ever to rise in New York. n48 Many architects were delighted with
the design. In Asher B. Etker' s 1958 "Seven Wonders of American
Architecture," a survey among the nation's 500 top architectural finns, the
Guggenheim Museum finished eighteenth, the only incomplete building to
receive any votes. 49 Such enthusiasm for the museum's spatial, structural,
and symbolic qualities contrasted with others' reservations about its
appropriateness as a museum. In 1956 twenty-one artists, including William
de Koening and Robert Mothawell, sent an open letter to the Foundation's
trustees and to Director SWeeney complaining of the design's lack of
sympathy for the display of painting and sculpture. 50 Other criticisms-dating back as early as Reba.y's involvement during the 1940s -- revolved
around the possibility of the architecture overwhelming the exhibits.
Furthennore, respected urban historian lewis Mumford judged the building
unfavorably, noting the "architect's purely fo:nnal aesthetic choices. This
is not architectural originality but academicism .... n51 Yet many of the
published evaluations were positive, such as Peter Blake's praise of
Wright's "complete marriage" of fluid structure and fluid space.52
Description
Meeting the earth with a series of landscape features, the ivorycolored concrete exterior of the building comprises a long cantilevered
bridge (actually the second level) uniting the large bowl-like mass, or
rotunda, of the Main Gallery to the south and a smaller mass, sometimes
called the monitor, to the north.
The sidewalk paving of the forecourt introduces the geometric
conception of the design through its pattern of inset metal circles, a motif
which continues into the terrazzo flooring of the interior. IDw curvilinear
walls define planting wells, some of which are sunken gardens. These walls
(one of which contains the bases of no;,v-removed metal railings) funnel
pedestrian traffic to the main entrance at the center of the western
elevation. Resting on lozenge-shaped piers, the deep cantilevered mass
contains the second level; its fascia is inscribed with the museum's name,
its soffit punctured by recessed lighting fixtures, and its top capped by
two groups of three domical skylights (one group at the southwestern corner,
the other above the main entrance). The recessed ground-level wall of
aluminum-framed glass
(originally a drive-through entrance loggia)
intersects a revolving doorway, its glass doors fitted with vertical brass
handles. Adjacent to this are three glass doors; on the left are two single
sel'.Vice doors. Still at the ground level, the curved wall to the south is
interrupted by aluminum-framed windo;,vs and lozenge-shaped piers; it also
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contains an inscription with wright's logo and "ARCHITECT," "1942," "1959,"
and "GIDRGE N. mHEN BUIIDER. " A ClllVed ramp lined by semi-circular windows
leads from an auditorium emergency exit beneath the rotunda.
'!he bowl-like mass rises in ever-widening concrete bands separated by
ribbons of square-paned aluminum skylights. The ClllVed parapet hides three
small dornical skylights and the twelve-sided multi-paned upper layer of the
large glass-and-aluminum dome.
The northern p::>rtion of the structure, or "monitor," is composed of
several layers. Above the concrete second story rests a continuous third.story band of operable glazed panels; framed in aluminum, their rectangles
are divided into semi-circular tops with central rnuntins below, and give
access to a terrace. Next comes the concrete slab of the fourth-level
terrace, likewise reached through a continuous screen of glazed panels,
though these have no rnuntins and are substituted by p::>rtals in the hyphenlike section between the two ClllVed masses. '!he fourth level is crowned by a
broad fascia decorated with a pattern of lozenges (or leaves) and finished
in bronze dust. The roof is capped by a hexagonal aluminum dome which is
interrupted by the lozenge-shaped stair tower.
'!he rectilinear mass facing F.ast 88th Street is pierced by five ground.level p::>rtals and the adjacent service entrance is screened by a tall
aluminum gate with a circular motif. The elevation recessed behind it
contains bands of aluminum-framed windows. On F.ast 89th Street, the northern
elevation of the first and second levels will be significantly altered by
the erection of the new annex, now under construction.
Impact53
The opening of the Guggenheim Museum had a notable impact on
contemporary America. President Eisenhower hailed the new museum as a symbol
of a free society which welcomed new expressions of the human creative
spirit. It has been also described as the capstone on the decades of the
mid-twentieth century during which time New York was the world's
unchallenged cultural capital due to the importance of the New York School
of painters, the New York City Ballet and modern dance groups , Broadway
shows, and a new tradition in urban fiction. While the Museum of Modern Art,
Whitney and Guggenheim Museums exhibit works of twentieth-century modernism,
they also support the growth of the American art market, an important sector
in New York's economy.
wrigl}t created a building, "his greatest, freest architectural
concept, 11 54 which simultaneously sununarizes his own career and has become a
landmark of the city's archi tecture ; it is widely recognized both in America
and abroad for its organic symbolism and sculptural presence which contrasts
with the surrounding urban envirornnent. The museum is often cited as New
York's "greatest," "most extraordinary and controversial " and "most
memorable" building, a "national icon" and "wonderful jewel. 11 55 In addition,
the design assumes a pri vileged place in Wright's career by appearing in the
background of the two-cent stamp which honors him. Designed by Taliesin
apprentice Patricia Arnarantides, with suggestions by Mrs. Wright and others,
11

and issued in Spring Green, Wisconsin, on June 8, 1966, the stamp was the

fifth item in the "Prominent Americans" series.5 6 '!he museum is visited by
many more people than Wright's other buildings, and its interior rotunda is
regarded as among the "greatest Modern interiors in the world. n57 'Ihe
American Institute of Architects bestCMed its '!Wenty-Five-Year Award on the
Guggenheim, claiming that it is "an architectural landmark and a mom.nnent to
Wright's unique vision. 11 58
Wright's designs based on circles and spirals anticipated similar works
during the 1960s. HCMever, his fellCM architects limited their use of
reinforced concrete to individual features of a building, unlike the
integrated cw:ves in plan, elevation, section, and detail found in the
Guggenheim Museum. 59
SUbseguent History
Soon after its opening, the museum building underwent several changes.
In 1960 sweeney was replaced as museum director by 'Ihonas M. Messer (b.
1920), a Czech-born art historian, who undid several of his predecessor's
alterations on the interior. 60 When Justin K. 'Ihannhauser, son of the
gallery CMner who had sponsored the first Blaue Reiter show (Munich, 1911),
nade a penranent loan of seventy-five important Impressionist and PostIrnpressionist paintings in 1963, the monitor's second floor was remodeled by
Taliesin architect William Wesley Peters to receive the collection. 'Ihe
'Ihannhauser Wing opened in 1965. Concurrent!y, due to the need to increase
space for administration and art conservation, Taliesin was hired to design
a six-sto:ry annex for the northeastern corner of the site. 'Ihe scheme was
based on Wright's ideas illustrated in the set of drawings presented to the
Foundation in 1951. Plans were filed with the BSA and were approved in 1964.
An amendment, reducing the height from six to four stories (actually two
high-ceilinged stories), was approved in 1966, although the foundations were
built to handle the weight of ten stories for future expansion. Erected
under the supervision of Peters, the annex, which cantilevered over the
driveway, was corrpleted in 1968. Its exterior exhibited a pattern of
octagons and squares cast in low relief.61
In the early 1970s, the :mcxlern art collection of Marguerite ("Peggy")
Guggenheim (1898-1979) was willed to her uncle Solomon's Foundation,
creating one of the largest private assemblages of :mcxlern art in the world.
A friend and patron of many prominent artists, Peggy Guggenheim had run
galleries in Iondon and New York, played a seminal role in establishing the
New York School of painters, and then founded a museum on Venice's Grand
Canal.
'Ihough remam111CJ in Venice,
the newly-acquired collection,
specializing in Dada and Surrealism, filled in several gaps in its New York
counterpart; pieces have been united from both groups in many important
exhibits.62
D.lring the early 1970s, the museum was directed by Messer, while Peter
Iawson-Johnston (b. 1927), Solomon's grandson, became president of the
Foundation. The museum was further altered in 1973-74 by architect Ibnald E.
Freed. '!he existing pass-through driveway was enclosed for a new tearoom/
restaurant and relocated bookstore. 'Ihe East 89th Street outlet of the

O.
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driveway was c01werted into a seJ:Vice entrance and a small outdoor dining
terrace. '!he Fifth Avenue front was enclosed by glass storefront panels
:modelled on the original "Hope's" window sections used by Wright throughout
the building and the revolving glass doors were :modified to pennit passage
to the newly enclosed area. Also, the interior of the Thannhauser Wing was
significantly altered.
In 1982 the Foundation retained the architectural finn of Gwathrney
Siegel & Associates to prepare a study that resulted in a 1985 scheme to
double the exhibition capacity, expand cramped facilities for library,
administrative, and bookstore functions, and provide a rooftop sculpture
terrace and a restaurant atop the monitor. 63 Among other changes, such as
renovating the original fabric, a new annex was proposed, forty-nine feet
wide by 162 feet high, clad in beige and gray-green tile and partially
cantilevered. 'Ihe Draft Envirornnental Impact Statement filed with the BSA
application found that the proposal could significantly impair the character
and quality of an important architectural resource and public reaction was
generally negative.

In 1986 the project was submitted to the Department of Buildings and to
the BSA, but was withdrawn before a decision was reached. '!he following year
the architects submitted a revised scheme, confonning to the footprint of
the then existing annex; its altered dimensions were thirty-five feet wide
by 133 feet high, while the exterior treatment was a more subdued limestone
facing arranged in a grid. 'Ihe first several stories of the new annex were
designed to contain exhibit space which was connected at various points to
the spiral ramp in the original part of the building. other changes included
resurfacing the original exterior walls. '!he BSA approved the plans in
October, 1987, and a Department of Buildings pennit was issued in July,
1988. 64 Also in 1988, the museum and Foundation received a new director,
'Ihornas Krens, professor of art history and former director of the Williams
College Museum of Art, whose background includes art history, fine arts, and
management.65 Construction on the new annex is in progress.
Report written by David M. Breiner
Research Department
Report edited by Elisa Urbanelli
Research Department
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FINDINGS AND DESIGNATION

On the basis of a
careful consideration of the history, the
architecture and other features of this building, the landmarks Preservation
Commission finds that the Solomon R. Guggenheim Musemn has a special
character, special historical and aesthetic interest and value as part of
the development, heritage and cultural characteristics of New York City.

The Commission further finds that, among its important qualities, the
Guggenheim Musemn, designed by Frank Lloyd Wright, America's preeminent
architect, is internationally recognized as an important exarrple of
twentieth-century architecture; that it is Wright's most visited building
and his only major commission in New York City; that in many critics' eyes
the musemn is the crowning achievement of the architect's later career and
he himself called it "My Pantheon"; that the design, in its prominent
spiraling form,
synthesizes Wright's philosophy of an "organic"
architecture, that is, buildings conceived and built according to the
principles found in nature; that Wright unified the building's construction
method, its appearance, and its use, in accordance with his design
philosophy; that the musetnn appropriately fulfills his goal of promoting a
democratic society through its didactic and inspirational purposes; that the
building contrasts boldly with its urban envirornnent on Fifth Avenue; that
the musemn was financed by businessman and philanthropist Solomon R.
Guggenheim; that Guggenheim acquired the core collection of the musetnn under
the guidance of painter and art patron Hilla Re.bay, who then convinced him
to create a pe:nnanent musetnn and to commission Wright; that through the
ingenuity of Wright, builder George N. Cohen, and consulting engineers, the
reinforced concrete structure was erected despite many challenges; that the
largely intact original building is a popular magnet for tourists and art
and architectural enthusiasts; and that the musemn, a link in Fifth Avenue's
famous "Musetnn Mile," houses a well-respected collection of modem art.
Accordingly, pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 74, Section 3020
(fonnerly Section 534 of Olapter 21), of the Olarter of the city of New York
and Chapter 3 of Title 25 of the Administrative Code of the City of New
York, the landmarks Preservation Commission designates as a landmark the
Solomon R. Guggenheim Musetnn, 1071 Fifth Avenue, Borough of Manhattan and
designates as its landmark Site Manhattan Tax Map Block 1500, lot 1.
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